
Bears, 

Welcome to a double edition of the growl. 

Within these pages you will find a new 

entry, 'The Duck Pond'. All I can say is it's 

nice to see most players in the club 

getting involved. 

Big congratulations to Squeaker too for 

300 games. And well done A-Grade who 

helped celebrate with a smashing win. 

Result Summary (Round 3) 

A Grade, Round 3 v Northbridge 

LOST 

A 1 Day, Round 4 v Old Ignatians Trundlers 

WON 

A 1 Day, Round 5 v Cremorne Hotel Jackals 

WON 

B Reserve, Round 3 v Mosman 

FORFEIT 

C Grade, Round 3 v Northbridge Red 

LOST 

C 1 Day, Round 4 v Northbridge 

WON 

C 1 Day, Round 5 v Lindfield Tailenders 

WON 

 Result Summary (Round 4) 

A Grade, Round 4 v Kirribilli Crusaders 

WON 

A 1 Day, Round 6 v Cammeray 

LOST 

A 1 Day, Round 7 v The Roys 

LOST 

B Reserve, Round 4 v Old Ignatians 

WON 

C Grade, Round 4 v Pigs CC 

LOST 

C 1 Day, Round 6 v Lindfield Tailenders 

WON 

C 1 Day, Round 7 v Wanderers 

WON 

Player of the Round (Round 3)* 

P. Thomson   (A1-Day ) 4 Wickets, 26 Runs 

Player of the Round (Round 4)* 

P. Nusalim  (A-Grade ) 3 Wickets, 76 Runs 

Achievement Awards (100+ Runs, 7+ Wickets) 

G Ayoub   (A1 Day) 114 Runs 

S Dey   (C1 Day) 150 Runs 

M Kenny  (C1 Day) 110 Runs 

*Players who take out an achievement awards are not included in player of the round nominations. Rounds 

are based on the teams that play 2 day games, so the 1 day teams will have two games worth of 
performances to draw nominations from.  
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Match Reports 
 

Grade A Grade,  Round 3 against Northbridge at Koola Park SUNDAY 

Result  North Sydney Leagues LOST FIRST INNINGS 

Innings 1 of Northbridge 6/162 (3/36 P Edwards, 2/25 J Wilton, 1/20 R Moon) 

Innings 1 of North Sydney Leagues 10/156 (68 D Parker, 42 P Thomson, 19 J Wilton) 

Player Points:  3: D Parker, 2: P Thomson, 1: D Parker 

Fielding Points:  3: J Doyle, 2: A Chow, 1: R Moon 

Recent Form: WASHOUT-WIN 

 Week one saw us lose the toss and we were sent in on a deck that neither captain was sure about. 

After some last minute batting order Tetris (it‟s still a popular game today) due to players arriving late, 

Mooney and Skip opened up hoping to start the way we did last game.  However this was not to be, 

with both openers looking on from the pavilion with only a handful of runs. After a top order meltdown, 

heads between our shivering, legs we were staring down at an embarrassing start of 6 fa 36.  

 

Their opener on a hat trick, cue trumpet music yet again, enter new kid Daniel Parker who after a 

shaky French cut, which gave their opener a heart palpitation, set him off on his way with Pauly 

Thomson (42) who both steadied the ship and comprised a very nice partnership to take us over the 

100 mark. With high hopes of making a defendable total Daniel comprised an awesome 68 runs with 

great stroke play that was a pleasure to watch. Vanilla came and went in a cameo performance with a 

couple of nice shots, dismissed on 19 off a nice catch in the deep. Our total a disappointing, yet 

defendable 156. They batted for 26 overs in the afternoon and we only managed 1 fa 60 odd. 

 

Next week I was full of hope that we were going to get enough rain to make the pitch a minefield 

without the washout. Well we almost got our wish, half of it anyway, with a few soft spots to bowl at, 

the drizzle continued to soak up the outfield and unfortunately the seam of the ball. After one of our 

openers turned up late and unable to bowl for the first hour and a half (same bloke that was late last 

week) we tried our best to make an impression on their top order, yet to their credit, they batted 

patiently and one of their openers went on to make an 80 odd and they past our total comfortably 6 

down just before tea. An early end for week 2 and a disappointing loss, coming off a round 2 win. We 

just didn‟t have enough runs on the board. 

 

Squeak.  

 

Grade A Grade,  Round 4 against Kirribilli Crusaders at Castle Cove Oval 

Result  North Sydney Leagues WON OUTRIGHT & ON FIRST INNINGS 

Innings 1 of North Sydney Leagues 8/243 (48 D Parker, 37 J Doyle, 34 J Wilton) 

Innings 1 of Kirribilli Crusaders 10/57 (6/27 J Wilton, 1/25 P Edwards, 1/4 CG Reed) 

Innings 2 of Kirribilli Crusaders 10/71 (4/34 R Baker, 2/16 CG Reed, 2/6 L Baker) 

Player Points:  3: J Wilton, 2: R Baker, 1: D Parker 

Fielding Points:  3: J Wilton, 2: N Morgan, 1: J Doyle 

Recent Form: WASHOUT-WIN-LOST 

 After last rounds loss, The Mighty A‟s were keen to move on and climb back up the table we had 

slipped from last week. We didn‟t disappoint… 

 

With the best looking side I‟ve seen in A grade since I can ever remember (welcome back Rhys) it was 

still going to be difficult with 6 of us attending Pearcy‟s wedding the night before. Some of us were 
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Match Reports 
feeling dustier than a warehouse full of Persian rugs, so after inspecting a nice, flat looking deck and 

winning the toss, I thought it better to have us resting our heads on the hill rather than sweating it out 

on the field. 

 

Off to our usual start, blokes turning up on the stroke of 1, the top order scrambling for their pads and 

one of our openers slapping them on in the car. (Insert Benny Hill music here) I sent out the young 

blokes, who thrived on batting in head throbbing conditions. Links(22) and Elliott(20) got us off to a 

positive start, losing our first wicket after 40 odd. Mad Dog (22) also got a start and things were 

looking ok at 5 fa 100 odd. Then came in the run machine Daniel (48) and Vanilla (34) who compiled a 

nice 60 odd partnership, to have us back on the ball and cruising at 6 fa 172. Unfortunately the bloke, 

who can‟t buy a run at the moment, was sent back to the pavilion early and we were 7 down for the 

same score. Enter our specialist number 9, Doyley (who was meant to come in at 8, but was caught 

backing one out from the night before). With a tail stronger than a Spider Monkey‟s, both Doyley (34*) 

and Rhys (13*) wagged on and we declared at 8 fa 243 to have a few overs at them late in the day. 

This was to no avail; they were 0 fa 6 overnight. Special mention goes out to the inform number 6 , 

Daniel Parker who compiled a very nice 48, playing some fantastic shots, to all parts of the ground ,yet 

again. 

 

A week passes and once again the Cricketing Gods, who usually have a laugh at our expense, were 

determined to play a part in the result of this match. With a late week storm that enveloped selective 

parts of the North Shore, Castlecove was covered in a short, yet heavy downpour  and with the steamy 

30 + conditions, the pitch was going to cook under the covers over night, making it a nice, medium 

rare pitch that most bowlers dream about.  

 

Who said my declaration was a waste of time? When it was time to start Day 2, one of their openers 

who was caught up in traffic was timed out and they were immediately 1 fa 6. Then it was the Vanilla 

show. Not since his greatest hit; „Ice Ice baby‟, was a bigger impact made. Vanilla continued to make 

use of the conditions and absolutely carved up the opposition like „The Burger‟ does a steak. Posting 

figures of 6 fa 27 off 12 overs. With their number 11 also absent, Buzz light year (Cam) comes on for 1 

over to scalp the last wicket, all out for 57. With the opposition requiring plenty of batting practice, 

they weren‟t too disappointed when I  told them to “chuck „em on again boys”. 

 

With Vanilla calling for a combination of Ventilyn, Oxygen, an ECG and some TLC, as well as the skip 

taking the opportunity to rest the pins, it was now time for the hungry youngens to weave there magic 

and that they did… 

 

Rhys (4 fa 34) and Buzz (2 fa 16) opened up brilliantly and didn‟t waste any time with the new ball, 

taking wickets at regular intervals, and with the help of Links and Elliott to clean up the rest of the 

opposition, they struggled to hold off the inevitable. Even though we did our best to make it a longer 

day, dropping at least 8 gettable chances, we had Kirribilli eating out of our hands and sobbing in the 

comfort of the stands, all out for a miserable 71.  Now I know that I shouldn‟t get ahead of ourselves 

here. However, what a mighty effort from the boys, 10 points and an outright win to vault us up into 

3rd spot and a considerable gap between the bottom 4 sides. There were 3 outrights in A grade this 

round and in hindsight we really needed the points. 

 

Top effort boys, you bloody beauty, what a way to bring up my 300th, I‟ll remember this one for a long 

time. 
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Match Reports 

 

 

Grade A 1 Day,  Round 4 against Old Ignatians Trundlers at William Cowan SUNDAY 

Result  North Sydney Leagues WON FIRST INNINGS (ONE DAY) 

Innings 1 of Old Ignatians Trundlers 10/145 (2/24 M Kings, 2/3 FM Arif, 2/36 J Yardley) 

Innings 1 of North Sydney Leagues 8/210 (114 G Ayoub, 21 D Dunk, 20 J Yardley) 

Player Points:   

Fielding Points:   

Recent Form: LOST-LOST-WIN 

 

Grade A 1 Day,  Round 5 against Cremorne Hotel Jackals at Wellington Road Oval 

Result  North Sydney Leagues WON FIRST INNINGS (ONE DAY) 

Innings 1 of Cremorne Hotel Jackals 10/176 (4/16 P Thomson, 3/42 E Hage, 2/37 JR Smart) 

Innings 1 of North Sydney Leagues 10/207 (41 G Ayoub, 39 J Yardley, 32 S Eyles) 

Player Points:   

Fielding Points:   

Recent Form: LOST-WIN-WIN 

 

Grade A 1 Day,  Round 6 against Cammeray at Forsyth Lower 

Result  North Sydney Leagues LOST FIRST INNINGS (ONE DAY) 

Innings 1 of North Sydney Leagues 10/124 (34 R Ayoub, 32 A Chow, 22 P Thomson) 

Innings 1 of Cammeray 6/128 (3/13 G Ayoub, 2/29 R Ayoub, 1/17 P Thomson) 

Player Points:   

Fielding Points:   

Recent Form: WIN-WIN-WIN 

 

Grade A 1 Day,  Round 7 against The Roys at Northbridge Oval 

Result  North Sydney Leagues LOST FIRST INNINGS (ONE DAY) 

Innings 1 of North Sydney Leagues 10/166 (27 J Kan, 23 P Thomson, 18 J Yardley) 

Innings 1 of The Roys 10/145 (3/29 G Ayoub, 2/30 J Yardley, 1/28 R Ayoub) 

Player Points:   

Fielding Points:   

Recent Form: WIN-WIN-LOST 
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Match Reports 
 

Grade B Reserve,  Round 4 against Old Ignatians at Allan Small Oval 

Result  North Sydney Leagues WON OUTRIGHT & ON FIRST INNINGS 

Innings 1 of Old Ignatians 10/128 (3/25 J Sowell, 3/26 P Nusalim, 3/9 J Creedy) 

Innings 1 of North Sydney Leagues 10/248 (76 P Nusalim, 40 JR Smart, 31 J Creedy) 

Innings 2 of Old Ignatians 10/149 (4/23 B Banning, 2/21 JR Smart, 2/32 FM Arif) 

Innings 2 of North Sydney Leagues 1/31 (15 FM Arif, 9 B Banning, 7 P Nusalim) 

Player Points:   

Fielding Points:   

Recent Form: UNBEATEN 

 

Grade C Grade,  Round 3 against Northbridge Red at Blackman Lower SUNDAY 

Result  North Sydney Leagues LOST FIRST INNINGS 

Innings 1 of Northbridge Red 4/203 (2/33 H Heathwood, 1/2 N McGrath, 1/64 GC Swanson) 

Innings 1 of North Sydney Leagues 10/191 (51 A Caroll, 33 D Callesen, 25 E Hyder) 

Player Points:  3: H Heathwood, 2: A Caroll, 1: D Callesen 

Fielding Points:  3: P Blamire, 2: GO Dickson, 1: B Fraser 

Recent Form: LOST-LOST 

With a good amount of runs on the board after a well worked 50 from Adam the opposition played a 

very safe chase. They reached the target without taking risks or scoring too many. 

 

A win is just around the corner, the team is getting better with every game. 

 

Swanny (for Ed) 

 

Grade C Grade,  Round 4 against Pigs CC at Tunks 2 (1st synthetic pitch) 

Result  North Sydney Leagues LOST FIRST INNINGS 

Innings 1 of North Sydney Leagues 10/258 (58 A Trevitt, 54 N McGrath, 40 A Caroll) 

Innings 1 of Pigs CC 8/261 (2/37 A Caroll, 1/35 H Heathwood, 0/38 S Everson) 

Player Points:  3: A Caroll, 2: A Trevitt, 1: N McGrath 

Fielding Points:  3: A Caroll, 2: A Trevitt, 1: B Fraser 

Recent Form: LOST-LOST-LOST 

 Close, oh so close..... 2 more wickets.....  
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Match Reports 

 

 

Grade C 1 Day,  Round 4 against Northbridge at Tunks 3 (2nd synthetic pitch) 

Result  North Sydney Leagues WON FIRST INNINGS (ONE DAY) 

Innings 1 of Northbridge 9/214 () 

Innings 1 of North Sydney Leagues 9/215 () 

Player Points:  3: S Dey, 2: A Carmichael, 1: L Kitchen 

Fielding Points:  3: B Dunne, 2: M Kenny, 1: T Howell 

Recent Form: LOST-FF-LOST 

 It was always going to be a tough gig with Russ "Captain Courageous" Gill over in New York on a 

scouting mission, Hugh "tell the girls i'm a doctor" Porter, Nick "Snake Charmer" Barrett, Alex "the 

flying Dutchman" Van Der Ploeg on wedding duties, and Sam "Mule" Evans who was still trying to find 

his way home from the previous evening.  Team morale was bolstered, however, as Kitcho (a wily off 

spinner, dangerous lower order batsman, and general team mascot) came into the side for his season 

debut. 

 

On a windy morning, Brendan "Session Beers" Dunne started us off and immediately brewed up some 

pace bowling downwind.  Brendoes informed the opposition that he had limited himself to 10 beers the 

previous evening.  Unfortunately, the rest of the Bears must have had 15 the night before as they 

responded by dropping 4 catches in slips.  After 10 overs (and 6 dropped catches), Brendo and Sujit "I 

don't have a nickname yet, but I bat #3 and open the bowling" Dey hadn't managed to break through.  

Enter Andrew "Freddy Flintoff" Carmichael, who quickly lived up to his newly acquired nickname as he 

ripped through the top order with an inspired spell.  He was ably supported by Andrew "Kiddy Cat" 

Kidd who immediately dropped onto a good length into the wind.  Add a few overs of Kitch's 

bamboozling offies, and suddenly the Bears were on top.  Things began to go pear shaped after drinks 

as the Northbridge batsmen started to go over the top, but the Bears stuck to the task and limited 

Northbridge to 214. 

  

The Bears' response didn't begin well with a wicket in the first over, but thankfully Sujit combined with 

Tim "Trigger" Howell and Matt "Spanky" Kenny to keep the score rattling along.  Some wayward shots 

(and generous umpiring) led to a middle order collapse and suddenly the Bears went from cruising at 

4/140, to 9 wickets down with 20 still to win.  When the 9th wicket fell, Kitcho informed the nervous 

team that "I picked up last night, confidence is sky high, I will do it in sixes."  With that, Kitcho went 

out to greet Kiddy in the middle.  The tactic was for Kiddy to take the fast bowlers, and Kitch to take 

the dangerous off spinner who had ripped the heart out of our middle order.  The rest of the team was 

concerned, but Kitcho (a man who has had extensive sub continental experience) proceeded to peel off 

boundary after boundary to bring the Bears to their first victory of the season. 
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Grade C 1 Day,  Round 5 against Lindfield Tailenders at Tunks 2 (1st synthetic pitch) 

Result  North Sydney Leagues WON FIRST INNINGS (ONE DAY) 

Innings 1 of North Sydney Leagues 5/365 (150 S Dey, 110 M Kenny, 27 J Kenyon) 

Innings 1 of Lindfield Tailenders 9/251 (2/52 L Kitchen, 2/57 A Kidd, 1/21 S Chapple) 

Player Points:  3: S Dey, 2: M Kenny, 1: A Dobbin 

Fielding Points:  3: A Kidd, 2: M Kenny, 1: N Barrett 

Recent Form:  ? 

 Discussions prior to the start of play were clearly in favour of batting first and putting on some runs. 

 

Simon "Goldilocks" Chapple and Tim "Trigger" Howell again opened the batting, seeing off the new 

ball. The pair almost amassed their first 50 run opening stand while graciously providing some what 

appeared to be much needed catching practice for the opposition. 

 

With Nick "Snake Charmer" Barrett still making his way back from a fishing trip, Matt "Spanky" Kenny 

was promoted to the number 4 spot. Upon his promotion he announced to the team that this week 

"I'm going to try and stay in for awhile" - 3 balls later, and Spanky had moved his score into double 

digits.... 

 

Sujit "Sparkles" Dey and Spanky put on an exhibition, stacking on a 222 run partnership, completely 

demoralising the opposition's morale and ball supply.  Halfway through the partnership, the message 

was sent out to "lift the run-rate" as the opposition slowed the over rate, and the boys lifted 

accordingly with the last 100 runs of the partnership coming in under 10 overs.  After Spanky (110) 

was removed, JK put on an axe-wielding/tree-chopping display adding a quick 27 before being 

removed lbw "to give other guys a go". With fielders dotted on the boundary (and many of the Bears 

waiting on the hillside for the inevitable 6), Sparkles (150) was finally dismissed just before stumps.  

 

Chasing 366 for the win in 40 overs, the Bears were pretty confident in obtaining a good result.  This 

was further assisted by the opposition whose opening batsman appeared happy to pad his stats that 

go for the win, amassing only 40 runs despite being at the crease for nearly 35 overs. At one stage, 

the Bears struggled to remove their no.4 batsmen who put on a quick century and looked to be headed 

for a very big score until Andrew "Dobbo" Dobbin fired down a vicious bouncer which saw the batsman 

play the ball onto his own stumps. 

 

Unfortunately, the Bears were unable to dismiss the opposition and gain the bonus point, but at the 

end of the day, a 114 run win, with 9 different players getting a bowl - not much more you can ask for. 
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Grade C 1 Day,  Round 6 against Lindfield Tailenders at Tunks 4 (3rd synthetic pitch) 

Result  North Sydney Leagues WON FIRST INNINGS (ONE DAY) 

Innings 1 of Lindfield Tailenders 9/195 () 

Innings 1 of North Sydney Leagues 6/197 () 

Player Points:  3: N Barrett, 2: A Dobbin, 1: J Kenyon 

Fielding Points:  3: S Dey, 2: S Chapple, 1: H Porter 

Recent Form: LOST-WON-WON 

 Stand-in captain Goldilocks lost the toss and the Tailenders elected to bat first.  The Tailenders had 

obviously noticed that both Bears opening bowlers (Rusty "Captain Courageous" Gill and Brendan 

"Coopers Pale Ale" Dunne) hadn't been able to find their way to the ground and that the Bears' reliable 

middle over specialists (Freddy and Pigeon) were also missing.  Thankfully the Bears had Kitch fielding 

close in, who somehow convinced the Tailenders that it was a Test match on a dodgy pitch and that 

their run rate should reflect that (incidentally, this was no piece of inspired captaincy - In a post-game 

interview, Goldilocks revealed, "I thought I positioned Kitch on the boundary"). 

 

Sparkles kept it tight as the opening partnership looked content to see out the overs.  Wickets were 

hard to come by and the Bears couldn't break the opening partnership until an errant full toss 

shattered leg stump (this was a devastating delivery - at a press conference, Spanky (wicketkeeper) 

commented "Mate, I couldn't even see the ball!").   

 

Another wicket, and in walked the dangerous #4 for the Tailenders (who has been destroying C1 

attacks this season).  Thankfully the Bears have a secret weapon called Dobbo - the Tailenders' #4 is 

to Dobbo what Daryl Cullinan is to Warnie.  A brilliant catch from Sparkles was all that was needed to 

remove their star wicketkeeper/batsman, and the Bears were on a roll.   

 

Kitch sent down 4 well-flighted overs, and Snake Charmer managed a frightening 8 over spell, laced 

with yorkers, bounders, fashion tips, and technique suggestions for the Tailenders batsmen.  The Bears 

bowlers were well backed up in the field - Mule was eager to put himself in motion to chase down a 

well hit drive (or back up overthrows) and Kitch always seemed to be at the right place at the right 

time as he wandered around the field.  The Tailenders ended with 195 - a good effort considering the 

loss of 4 of their bowlers. 

 

The Bears reply began well.  As JK lit the bbq, Hugh "Tyson Zone" Porter smashed his first ball through 

covers for 4.  A few quick wickets brought Kitch (who just can't get away from the action) and the 

Flying Dutchman (in his debut game) to the crease.  The two steadied the ship, and a good 

contribution from the Mule (who unveiled a dashing square cut) put the Bears in a solid position at 

drinks.  After drinks, Dobbo and Snake Charmer found themselves together and began to brew up 

some momentum as the two smashed the Tailenders' attack around the park, reaching their total in 

under 30 overs.  After the game, Dobbo was reported as saying, "I just wanted to get out of there and 

have a beer". 
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Grade C 1 Day,  Round 7 against Wanderers at Blackman Upper SUNDAY 

Result  North Sydney Leagues WON FIRST INNINGS (ONE DAY) 

Innings 1 of Wanderers 10/86 (3/15 A Carmichael, 3/33 A Kidd, 2/10 L Kitchen) 

Innings 1 of North Sydney Leagues 1/90 (40 T Howell, 30 S Dey, 14 S Chapple) 

Player Points:  3: A Kidd, 2: A Carmichael, 1: L Kitchen 

Fielding Points:  3: M Kenny, 2: A Kidd, 1: S Evans 

Recent Form: WON-WON-WON 

 Despite the ridiculous temperature and a noticeable (and unlikely) absentee just before play was to 

start, the threat of a possible afternoon shower and resulting draw forced the Bears into sending the 

Wanderers in to bat.  

 

With the early pace and accuracy from Brendan "Dolly" Dunne who was charging in down the slope, 

runs were always going to be difficult to come by for the opposition. Despite a number of half-chances 

and constant playing-and-missing, the opening spell only removed 1 of the openers. 

 

Enter the destructive bowling pairing of Andrew "The Kat" Kidd and Andrew "Freddie" Carmichael. The 

momentum of the game quickly swung in the Bears favour, with Freddie breaking middle stump in two 

with a rocket delivery and The Kat just a couple of inches away from taking a catch off his own bowling 

to record a would-be hat-trick. One over-excited and unnamed fielder was heard to comment that 

"good or bad, whenever The Kat is bowling, things always seem to happen". Amen. 

 

While the Freddie and The Kat combination was indeed special, the real momentum changer for the 

innings came from some inspired wicket keeping from Matt "Spanky" Kenny (3 stumpings) who, even 

with his best efforts and questionable choice in head gear (Samuel L. Jackson inspired hat), continues 

to struggle to get his unfortunate nickname changed. 

 

After 23 overs and only 86 runs, the Wanderers appeared to have had enough and the flight and guile 

of Lachlan "Kitch" Kitchen and pace and bounce of Nick "Snake Charmer" Barrett quickly wrapped up 

the remaining few batsmen.  

 

The final result was never in doubt with Simon "Goldilocks" Chapple (14) and Tim "Trigger" Howell 

(40*) opening the batting - it was just a matter of time. After a brilliant bit of fielding from the 

opposition, Goldilocks was removed and Sujit "Sparkles" Dey (30*) entered, informing everyone that 

he had to leave shortly to make it to a surprise birthday party. Needless to say, the remaining 40 runs 

were achieved in quick fashion, with the Bears wrapping up the game before the 10th over was 

bowled. 

 

 

Message From the Editor 

The Growl Editor would like to thank C1 Day for providing excellent game write-ups. 

Keep it up, it makes me look good. 
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NOTICES 

 

 

Are you as tight as one of these? 
 

 

Member’s subscriptions for the 2009-10 season stands at $240.00 (Note that this DOES NOT include Leagues Club 
membership). 

If you would like to pay your subs in installments please contact the Treasurer directly to discuss further (a minimum 

installment amount of $50.00 is preferable). 

If you know in advance that you will not be available for the full season or at least 3/4 of the season, please let the 

treasurer know. We can offer you an alternative of a per game fee. This can be paid either electronically, directly to 
your captain before the game or to the treasurer personally. 

If you intend to make payments directly to the cricket club account via Internet Banking, please ensure that you put 

your name in the "additional notes" field of the deposit so we know you have paid. 

NSLCC Account Details: 

 BSB: 732-229 
 Account: 549409 

Regards, 
Brad Fraser 

N.S.L.C.C. Treasurer 
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2 Edwards, Peter 

2 Ayoub, Rick 

2 Yardley, James 

2 Blamire, Paul 

2 Moore-Mulcahy, Louis 

1 Thomson, Michael 

1 Horgan, Nick 

1 Gullis, Michael 

1 Doyle, John 

1 Eyles, Steve 

1 Kings, Mathew 

1 McGrath, Nick 

1 Sowell, Jeremy 

1 Swanson, Greg C 

1 Wallace, Rob 

1 Wilton, Jason 

1 Chow, Ashley 

1 Ayoub, Tom 

1 Hage, Elias 

1 Chaudry, Waqar 

1 Arif, Farhan M 

1 Eales, Tony 

1 Aftab, Azm 

1 Yardley, Daniel 

1 Gill, Russell 

1 Carmichael, Andrew 

1 Dey, Sujit 

1 Davis, Joshua 

1 Caroll, Adam 

1 Than Aye, Alex 

1 Kenny, Matthew 

1 Kidd, Andrew 

1 Shohag, SH 

1 Pemasiri, Kumudu 

The Duck 
Pond 


